If there is a single, ubiquitous biological noise in the oceans, it is the popping and crackling of snapping shrimp. The rapidlyrotating dactyls of their claws have inspired authors, perplexed navy engineers trying to hear the sounds of enemy submarines and irritated biologists trying to get a clean recording of another acoustic creature. Remarkably, the correct mechanism behind this earsplitting noise was not discovered until the 2000s when scientists used highspeed imaging to visualize the claw's dactyl rapidly closing against the propodus. These high speed images revealed that all the racket was not because of the snapping shrimp's peculiarly large claw impacting itself, but because a plunger on the dactyl was pushing out a rapid jet of water and causing a massive implosion in the form of cavitation bubbles behind it [1, 2] . Cavitation is one of the most extreme energetic events in water and occurs when liquid water briefly changes phase to vapor and then dramatically implodes, resulting in the emission of heat, light and sound [3] . In snapping shrimp, cavitation bubbles form in the area of low pressure behind the extremely fast water jet. The sound and impact from these implosions are used for communicating with conspecifics, stunning prey or deterring predators. With the realization that these animals were actually shooting cavitation bubbles came renewed interest in the underlying mechanism and evolution of this energetic feat. A new study in this issue of Current Biology by Tomonari Kaji, Richard Palmer and colleagues [4] pinpoints key mechanical shifts during evolution and diversification of extreme movement in snapping shrimp.
Small animals performing extremely fast movements encounter a stringent limit if they need to use muscles to generate movement. Muscles, and any actuator, face a tradeoff between speed and force: it is impossible to maximize both during a single movement. Force times speed equals power; and power limits imposed by muscle severely limit the generation of extreme movements. For any animal to generate high-power movement, and for small animals to generate extremely fast movement, they must use accessory structures and mechanisms to circumvent the muscle's power limits [5, 6] . Although the power output of snapping shrimp strikes has yet to be published, the extremely fast rotations in some species suggest that accessory structures are necessary. Fast animals typically generate movement by pre-loading a stiff spring with a forceful and slowly-contracting muscle and then releasing the springpowered movement with a latch. Earlier studies of snapping shrimp mechanics established that some species use an adhesive disc that serves as a latch, which releases stored energy when sufficient force has been built up by a muscle contraction [7, 8] . Previous research has explored the diversity of adhesive discs (and lack thereof) in snapping shrimp as well as the morphological mechanisms for releasing the strike [7, 9] . However, the major mechanical transitions over the rich evolutionary history of this clade were not known in detail until now. Kaji and colleagues [4] took this previous work, coupled with phylogenetic relationships, and performed a spectacular anatomical analysis to examine whether subtle joint and muscle changes accompanied multiple transitions to faster snapping and if these could provide the necessary mechanics to yield fast and cavitationgenerating movement.
The story of the paper by Kaji and colleagues [4] revolves around a jointthe connection between the rotating dactyl and the propodus ( Figure 1 ). Most arthropod joints operate like simple hinges and are formed by two articulations -one on each side of the joint -that constrain rotation to a single degree of freedom in a single position. However, quite often, arthropods have evolved creative joint configurations that enable motion with multiple degrees of freedom; for example, by disconnecting one of the articulations that previously constrained the joint. In this case, the disconnected articulation can slide along a surface and, as a result, the joint can both reposition the plane of rotation and rotate with more degrees of freedom [10, 11] . This and other types of joint modifications took place multiple times and in multiple ways during snapping shrimp evolution. In their spectacular examination of claw morphology across 114 species (19 families), Kaji and colleagues [4] illuminated the diversity of joint morphology, which includes single degree-of-freedom hinges (found in the slowest, non-cavitating species), joints with one movable articulation that allows the dactyl to reposition around the joint fulcrum ('slip joint'), a 'cocking slip joint' that allows the dactyl to slide over the fulcrum and nestle into place behind the fulcrum, and another form of cocking joint that is a simple hinge but is composed of two ball and socket joints.
Why all this emphasis on joints? Over their evolutionary history, snapping shrimp evolved multiple modifications to the dactyl joint that enable a range of speeds coupled with the presence or absence of cavitation. Indeed, not only did Kaji and colleagues [4] uncover a rich diversity of latching and loading mechanisms that largely correspond to the speed of the dactyl and the presence of cavitation, they also demonstrated a latching mechanism thought to occur in several fast-releasing arthropod movements, including snapping shrimp: the torque-reversal mechanism (also termed an 'over-centre mechanism') [7, 12, 13] . In some snapping shrimp species, a combination of joint and muscle modifications allows the dactyl to be repositioned around the fulcrum, latched in place and then loaded by a portion of the closer muscle. In the subset of snapping shrimp species with a torque reversal mechanism, the dactyl movement is then released via a change in the direction of the force of the dactyl's closer muscle, causing the torque around the joint to change direction. This torque reversal rapidly transitions the dactyl from being loaded to being released, acting as a latch (Figure 1 ).
In agreement with previous studies, Kaji and colleagues [4] show that a variety of joint mechanisms and cavitation have evolved repeatedly and independently in different clades [9] . However, some of the joint modifications that they discovered originated well before cavitation started popping up in the phylogeny. The appearance of sliding joint articulations appears to be a necessary step between a simple hinge and a cocking joint that physically locks into place, which is in turn a prerequisite for at least one form of cavitation. This malleability of joint morphology could explain the predisposition for cavitation to evolve in this group and possibly the diversity of fast arthropod movements, in general. While transitional or prerequisite states (preadaptations) are often proposed as mechanisms for the evolution of novel traits, it is special that they have been revealed so clearly in this system.
The imaging used by Kaji and colleagues [4] exemplifies new techniques for morphological analysis that allow any reader to joyfully engage in the evolutionary diversity of morphology. These high-tech images also enabled the finer-grained analysis that the authors coupled with mechanical experiments to probe hypotheses for joint mechanics and latching. Even with the considerable array of data that was brought to bear on this intriguing system, many questions remain, including measurements of power amplification, elastic energy storage and higher resolution of the kinematics of dactyl rotation. For instance, some, but not all, snapping shrimp species with sliding joint articulations and cocking joints actually exhibit cavitation. Perhaps there are other features of dactyl closure or energy storage yet to be uncovered that would explain how some species achieve speeds that enable cavitation. While many animals across the tree of life have evolved mechanisms to circumvent the power limitations of muscle [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , multiple origins of power-amplification and cavitation within and across families of snapping shrimp make them a highly appealing system for studying the origin and diversification of extreme mechanisms, not to mention revealing the mechanical sources of one of the ocean's noisiest creatures. Through a series of modifications in muscle and joint morphology, snapping shrimp evolved a range of capabilities, including the ability to shoot implosive cavitation bubbles by rapidly closing their dactyl (green). These transitions have occured multiple times across the phylogeny and center around modifications to the dactyl's joint. Basal snapping shrimp dactyls rotate slowly using a simple hinge joint (gray branches on phylogeny) with a single degree of freedom around the fulcrum (pink). Greater speeds occur when the dactyl's joint articulations permit a wider range of motion around the fulcrum ('slip joint', red branches), enabling more degrees of freedom. With even more room to rotate around the fulcrum, cocking slip joints (orange branches) can nestle and lock into place behind the fulcrum. In this case, the closer muscle evolved two contractile regions -one exerts positive torque (+) on the open dactyl and the other exerts negative torque (-). The resulting torque reversal latch enables impressive dactyl rotational kinematics.
Our understanding of higher order chromosome structure has been transformed through statistical mechanicsbased computer simulations of polymer chains. A new study exploring basic electrostatic interactions demystifies how chromosomes regulate their state of compaction over several orders of magnitude.
Chromosomes provide the mechanism for compacting 2 meters of DNA into a 5-10 mm mammalian cell nucleus that allows exquisite access to a few, but highly specific, percent of the genome. Chromosomes have captured the attention of cell biologists for over 125 years, when Fleming first reported the remarkable cycles of compaction and decompaction during cell division [1] . It wasn't until the structure of DNA was determined in 1953 that molecular models of chromosome organization could be built. Some of the early models focused on how a water lattice functions in structuring the DNA. This led to work from Cole who proposed primary and secondary coils that are generated by neutralizing charged groups on one side of the helix, weakening the interaction between the DNA polymer and water, thus leading to bending of the chain [2] . The early drawings are reminiscent of depictions in the current literature. The physiologists experimented with divalent cations, finding that the chromosome compaction/decompaction cycle could be largely accounted for by depletion (decompaction) and addition (compaction) of Mg 2+ [3] .
A second major insight into the material properties of DNA/chromosomes came from single-polymer dynamics. Watching individual molecules extend under flow led Perkins et al. [4] to propose that the behavior of the DNA polymer can be captured using bead-spring chains (known as worm-like chains) with entropic elasticity. From the polymer-physics perspective, we know that if we place many chains (i.e., chromosomes) in a confined space, there is an entropic penalty for mixing [5] . The findings from Cremer et al. [6] provided the first experimental evidence for chromosome territories, foreshadowing the power of polymer models in decoding the 4D nucleome [7, 8] .
The field of chromosome physiology was on hiatus while molecular geneticists worked on the parts list of histone and non-histone chromosomal proteins, their modifications, and the pathways toward
